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Abstract
Emerging computational paradigms, such as probabilistic
and hybrid programming, introduce new primitive opera-
tions that often need to be combined with classic program-
ming constructs. However, it still remains a challenge to pro-
vide a semantics to these features and their combination in
a systematic manner.
For this reason, we introduce a generic, monadic frame-
work that allows us to investigate not only which program-
ming features a given paradigm supports, but also on how
it can be extended with new constructs. By applying our
method to the probabilistic and hybrid case, we list for ex-
ample all binary program operations they possess, and show
precisely when and if important axioms such as commuta-
tivity and idempotency hold. Using this framework, we also
study the possibility of incorporating notions of failure and
non-determinism, and obtain new results on this topic for
hybrid and probabilistic programming.
Keywords Probabilistic program, hybrid program, monad,
semantics
1 Introduction
Probabilistic programming languages such as Church [9],
Anglican [34] or Probabilistic C [21] have become increas-
ingly popular in the last years, and although progress has
been made in developing semantics for them many ques-
tions remain. In particular, how does one interpret combina-
tions of probabilistic features with ‘classical’ features like error
handling or non-deterministic choice? Consider for example
the program below, written in Probabilistic C-style.
int main () {
int a;
int c_1=bernoulli (0.3);
int c_2=bernoulli (0.6);
printf("Please input an integer: ");
scanf("%d", &a);
if(a % 3 == 0){
return c_1;
} else if (a % 3 == 1){
return c_2;
} else {
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.
exit (EXIT_FAILURE );
}
}
This programnon-deterministically combines two probabilis-
tic instructions – producing Bernoulli trials which return
1 with probability 0.3 (resp. 0.6) and 0 with probability 0.7
(resp. 0.4) – with an execution failure. By abstracting away
from the C-style grammar and moving to an algebraic syn-
tax, we want to understand how to interpret the expression
(1 +.3 0) + (1 +.6 0) + abort
where+λ is the binary probabilistic choice operator with pa-
rameter λ ∈ [0, 1]. It is easy enough to provide a semantics
to the purely probabilistic instructions in terms of Markov
kernels N → DN, where D is the finitely supported distri-
bution monad. But can we interpret + and abort in this se-
mantics? And if not, how can we modify D to support these
constructs? We aim to provide firm answers to this kind of
question.
The challenge that we described above is not unique to
probabilistic programming. Parallel to the latter, recent years
have witnessed a flurry of research activity aiming to for-
malise the programmable features of hybrid systems [12, 23,
31], which require an orchestrated use of both classic pro-
gram constructs and systems of differential equations. Con-
sider, for example, the ‘C-style’ hybrid program below.
int cool_or_heat () {
int a;
printf("Please input an integer: ");
scanf("%d", &a);
if(a == 0){
// Heating up
(dtemp = 1 & 3);
return 0; // success
} else if (a == 1){
// Cooling down
(dtemp = -1 & 3);
return 0; // success
} else {
exit(EXIT_FAILURE );
}
}
Depending on the input, the program increases or decreases
a reactor’s temperature during three miliseconds or aborts:
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there exists a global variable (temp) that registers the cur-
rent temperature, the expression (dtemp = 1 & 3) dictates
how the temperature is going to evolve for the next three
miliseconds, and similarly for (dtemp = -1 & 3). Abstract-
ing from the C-style grammar, we want to interpret the ex-
pression
(dtemp = 1 & 3) + (dtemp = −1 & 3) + abort
in a suitable manner, and this yields questions completely
analogous to the probabilistic case. Purely hybrid programs
can be naturally interpreted as functionsRn → H(Rn)where
H is the hybrid monad [20]. But it is not clear how to extend
this semantics in a systematic manner so that it incorporates
exceptions and non-determinism.
Approach and contributions. The paper is divided in two
halves: in the first part we develop a framework – Kleisli
representations – so that we can analyse program semantics
in a systematic way. In the rest of the paper, we show how
program semantics can be explicitly built in this framework,
and use it to analyse the hybrid and probabilistic paradigms.
The framework is laid out in Section 3. It reinterprets
Moggi’s idea [19] of interpreting a program p as a Kleisli
arrow JpK : X → TX and sequential composition as Kleisli
composition by saying that the interpretation map is amonoid
morphism from the monoid of programs to the monoid of
endomorphisms of X in the Kleisli category ofT .
Representing an algebraic structure as a collection of en-
domorphisms is an idea very familiar tomathematicians and
physicists alike, it sits at the heart of Representation The-
ory, a vast field of research which has extensively studied
the representations of groups and Lie algebras as endomor-
phisms of vector spaces, with applications ranging from the
classification of finite groups to quantum field theory [11,
30]. In this work we re-interpret denotations à la Moggi as
representations in the usual mathematical understanding of
the word. We will refer to a representation in the Kleisli cat-
egory CT ofT as a Kleisli T -representation.
Representation theory provides a natural and useful way
of thinking about program semantics: it captures both the al-
gebraic aspects of the language and the coalgebraic aspects
of its interpretation in a simple, well-known mathematical
object, it separates the role of sequential composition from
other operations on programs, it connects smoothly with
the existing literature on algebraic effects [24–27], and leads
to new methods for building program semantic.
Whilst the Kleisli representation of sequential composi-
tion boils down to a natural transformation T ◦T → T , all
other binary operations on programs will be interpreted as
natural transformationsT×T → T , an idea first proposed by
Plotkin and Power [18, 19]. Thus, in order to determine pre-
cisely which binary program operations are supported by a
monad, we must completely enumerate all natural transfor-
mationsT ×T → T . Section 4, introduces a set of techniques
to do this for a large list of well-known monads. For exam-
ple, we list all binary operations for the hybrid, probabilistic,
non-deterministic, and partial paradigms.
Our next step is to study program axiomatics, i.e. the (im)possibility
for a monad to support program operations satisfying some
given axioms. This is done in Section 5 where we focus on
commutativity, idempotence, units, and absorption. We give
fine grained results on which axioms can be supported by
Kleisli T -representations for different monads, which clari-
fies the types of operation specific computational paradigms
support. We show for example that the hybrid paradigm
does not admit a non-deterministic choice, that the proba-
bilistic paradigm supports precisely one commutative idem-
potent operation and that it does not support failures.
Section 6 shows that combining monads with the Maybe
monad M or the powerset monad P (i) provides a generic
interpretation of tests, and (ii) yields richer monads with
which to overcome representability issues highlighted in Sec-
tion 5.We strengthen awell-known result from [33] by show-
ing that there cannot exist anymonad structure on PDwhat-
soever. We also prove the existence of a distributive law
of the non-empty powerset monad Q over the hybrid one.
This allows to generate powerful, hybrid programming lan-
guages that mix non-deterministic assignments with differ-
ential predicates.
We assume basic knowledge of category theory and mon-
ads. All proofs can be found in the appendix.
2 Building semantics for hybrid and
probabilistic programs
Let us illustrate the questions raised in the introduction and
some of the solutions that we have developed for them by
looking at two emerging programming paradigms.
Hybrid programs The distinguishing feature of hybrid pro-
gramming is that it emphasises and makes explicit the inter-
action between digital devices and physical processes. This
is becoming essential for the software engineer, because he/she
needsmore andmore often to develop complex systems that
are deeply intertwined with physical systems [23, 32], e.g.
cruise controllers, thermostats, etc.
Let us build a very simple hybrid programming language.
Take a finite set of real-valued variables X = {x1, . . . , xn}
and denote by At(X ) the set, given by the grammar
φ = (x1 := t , . . . , xn := t) | ( Ûx1 = t , . . . , Ûxn = t & r )
t = r | r · x | t + t
where r is a real number and x ∈ X . Then define Hyb(X) as
the free monoid over At(X ) given by the grammar
p = a ∈ At(X) | skip | p ; p
and with the usual monoidal laws. One possible program
is the composition a := 10 ; (Ûp = v, Ûv = a & 3), which, intu-
itively, sets the acceleration of a vehicle to 10m/s2 and then
makes it move during three milliseconds.
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In Section 3, we will see that the semantics for this lan-
guage comes naturally as a Kleisli representation
J−K : Hyb(X) → EndH(R
3)
where H is the hybrid monad [20] (whose definition is re-
called in the following section). We now want to endow
Hyb(X)with other programming features, such as abort op-
erations and non-deterministic choice. In the framework of
Klesili representations, this amounts to providing EndH(R
3)
a suitable algebraic structure that supports these constructs.
Consider, for example, the language Hyb0(X) with syntax
p = a ∈ At(X) | skip | p ; p | 0
Our goal is to build a Kleisli representation
J−K : Hyb0(X) → EndH(R
3)
for this language. Corollary 4.1 shows that this is impossi-
ble, because there does not exist a natural transformation
T 0 := 1 → H to interpret 0. In other words, pure hybrid
computations do not support abort operations.
In order to surpass this obstacle, one may want to con-
sider the partial hybrid monad H(− + 1). We show that this
monad has precisely one natural transformation T 0 := 1 →
H(−+1) to interpret 0 such that the axiom 0 ; p = 0 holds. In
contrast to classic paradigms, we prove that partial hybrid
programs do not admit the axiom p ; 0 = 0 and such is to be
expected.
Suppose now that we wish to extend the language Hyb(X)
with a non-deterministic choice (+). As already mentioned,
in our framework this amounts to finding a suitable natural
transformation H × H → H. Using the set of techniques in-
troduced in the paper, we list all such transformations and
quickly discover that none of them is commutative. This
means that in pure hybrid computations one cannot expect
a non-deterministic choice operation.
To solve this issue, we show that there exists a distribu-
tive law of the non-empty powerset monad Q over H. The
monadQH inherits the natural transformationQH×QH →
QH that takes unions and this allows to extend the language
Hyb(X)with a non-deterministic choice operation in the usual
way.
Probabilistic programs Consider the simple probabilis-
tic programming language Prob described by the syntax
p = a ∈ At | skip | p ; p | p +λ p λ ∈ [0, 1] ∩ Q
where +λ is the probabilistic choice operation and At is a
set of atomic programs. Prob satisfies the following axioms:
(1) p ; skip= skip ; p= p (5) p ; (q ; r)= (p ; q) ; r
(2) p ; (q +λ r)= (p ; q) +λ (p ; r) (6) p +λ q= q +1−λ p
(3) (p +λ q) ; r = (p ; r)+λ (q ; r) (7) p +λ p= p
(4) p +λ (q +τ r)= (p + λ
λ+(1−λ)τ
q) +λ+(1−λ)τ r
Let us call an algebraic structure for this signature and these
equations a convex semiring. Prob is the free convex semir-
ing over At. The+λ fragment of such a structure is known as
a convex algebra (modulo an extension to n-ary affine com-
binations, see e.g. [29]), and convex algebras are precisely
the Eilenberg-Moore algebras for the distribution monad
D : Set → Set. The set EndD(X ) can be equipped with a
convex algebra structure inherited from D in the obvious
way. In fact, EndD(X ) is also a convex semiring, i.e. all the
axioms listed above also hold when ; is interpreted as the
Kleisli composition ◦D.
We now interpret the language above in terms of rational
Markov kernels (i.e. mapsX → DrX whereDr is the monad
of rational probability distributions), by defining Kleisli Dr -
representations as follows: for each a ∈ At choose an inter-
pretation JaK : X → DrX for some state space X . The se-
mantics is then extended inductively:
JskipK=ηX Jp ; qK=JqK◦JpK Jp+λ qK=λJpK+ (1−λ)JqK
This Kleisli Dr -representation J−K : Prob → EndDr (X ) is a
convex semiring homomorphism. We now want to extend
the language Probwith other operations on programs, such
as non-deterministic choice (as in ProbNetKAT [6, 28]), it-
eration, or parallel composition. Again, non-deterministic
choice is enough to illustrate some goals and contributions
of this paper. Consider the language Prob+ whose syntax is
p = a ∈ At | skip | 0 | p ; p | p +λ p | p + p λ ∈ [0, 1]∩Q
and whose axioms are those of Prob together with those
making (; , 1,+, 0) an idempotent semiring.
Themost obvious strategy to provide a semantics for Prob+
is to try to put a + operation satisfying the axioms above di-
rectly on EndDr (X ) and then define Kleisli representations
Prob+ → EndDr (X ) in the same way as we did for Prob.
Since + will in fine be interpreted by a natural transforma-
tion Dr × Dr → Dr , our first task is to characterise these.
We show in Theorem 4.10 that they are precisely the con-
vex sum operations. It follows that by choosing the equally
weighted convex sum +1/2 we can equip EndDr (X ) with an
operation which satisfies all the axioms above apart from
(10) and (11) – actually, we will see that this is the only pos-
sible choice. The axioms (10) and (11) fail because once again
there are no natural transformations T 0 := 1 → Dr to inter-
pret 0 (Corollary 4.1). In particular there cannot exist any
KleisliDr -representations of Prob
+. To overcome this obsta-
cle we will, as in the hybrid case, consider a more complex
monad in Section 6 – DM – which adds the missing notion
of partial computation to D, and restrict our attention to a
particular class of non-deterministic instruction.
3 Kleisli representations
Kleisli representation ofmonoids. Given amonoid (M , ·, 1),
a monad T : C → C and a C-object X , define a Kleisli T -
representation ofM in X , or simply a Kleisli representation of
M inX if there is no ambiguity, as amonoid homomorphism
ρ : (M , ·, 1) → (EndT (X ), ◦T ,η
T
X )
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where ◦T is Kleisli composition and η
T is the unit ofT .
Example 3.1 (Classical linear representations). Let F : Set →
Vect be the functor building free vector spaces over some
chosen field, and let U : Vect → Set be the correspond-
ing forgetful functor. The composition UF : Set → Set is
a monad, and for any group G , a Kleisli UF-representation
of G on a finite set n is simply the usual notion of linear
representation ofG on the n-dimensional vector space.
Example 3.2 (Stochastic processes). The category Pol is
the category of Polish spaces, i.e. separable, completelymetris-
able topological spaces, and continuousmaps. TheGirymonad
[7] G : Pol → Pol associates to every Polish space X the set
of probability distributions on X together with the topol-
ogy of weak convergence, which is Polish. On morphisms,
it associates to any continuous map f : X → Y the map
Gf : GX → GY , µ 7→ f∗(µ) taking the pushforward of mea-
sures. A KleisliG-representation of the monoid ([0,∞),+, 0)
of non-negative reals is a stochastic process.
Example 3.3 (Hybrid systems). The functorial part of the
hybrid monad H : Set → Set [20] is defined by
H =
∐
d ∈[0,∞)
hom([0,d],−)
Its unit is given by the equation ηX (x) = (x, 0), with x the
constant function on x , and the multiplication is defined by
µX (f ,d) = (θX ◦ f ,d) + (f (d))
with θ : H → Id the natural transformation that sends an
evolution (f ,d) to f (0) and+ : H×H → H the natural trans-
formation that concatenates two evolutions. Intuitively, the
multiplication will be used to concatenate the evolutions
produced by two hybrid programs.
Recall from Section 2 the grammar At(X ) of atomic hy-
brid programs and denote the usual interpretation of a term
t over a valuation (v1, . . . ,vn) ∈ R
n by JtK(v1, ...,vn) or simply
JtK if the valuation is clear from the context. Since linear sys-
tems of ordinary differential equations always have unique
solutions [22], there exists an interpretation map
At(X ) → EndH(R
n)
that sends (x1 := t1, . . . , xn := tn) to the function R
n →
H(Rn) defined by,
(v1, . . . ,vn) 7→ ηRn (Jt1K, . . . , JtnK)
and that sends ( Ûx1 = t1, . . . , Ûxn = tn&d) to the respective so-
lution Rn → (Rn)[0,∞) but restricted to Rn → (Rn)[0,d ]. The
free monoid extension of this interpretation map provides a
Kleisli representation
Hyb(X ) → (EndH(R
n), ◦,ηRn )
which includes both assignments and differential equations.
In the appendixwe providemore details about this language,
and give examples of other languages generated by the hy-
brid monad.
Representing general varieties. Consider a finitary vari-
ety V defined by a signature Σ = Φ ∪ {skip, ;} with ar-
ity map ar : Σ → N, and a set of equations E that con-
tains themonoidal laws for {skip, ;}. Consider also amonad
T : C → C on a category with products. As the reader may
have guessed, a KleisliT -representation of aV-objectAwill
be a morphism ρ : A → EndT (X ). But in which category?
Since our starting point will always be a signature Σ, we
define a Kleisli T -representation of a V-object A as a mor-
phism ρ : A → EndT (X ) in the category of Σ-algebras, that
is to say a morphism ρ which commutes with all the opera-
tions in the signature but whose codomain may not live in
V. The rationale for this choice of category is the follow-
ing: a group representation is not a group homomorphism
because the whole point of a representation is to map group
elements to important mathematical objects which do not
form a group, for example real-valuedmatrices. Similarly, re-
quiring the representation map to be aV-morphism would
be way too stringent and would drastically limit the choice
of possible semantics. By defining a Kleisli representation
as a Σ-algebra morphism we do not require that all equa-
tions in E be valid in EndT (X ), but we do require that every
operation in Σ be interpretable in EndT (X ).
In order to endow EndT (X )with a suitable algebraic struc-
ture from a signature Σ, we proceed in the footsteps of [24–
26]: for every σ ∈ Φ consider the set of natural transforma-
tions [C,C](T ar(σ ),T ) (as usual we takeT 0 = 1, the constant
functor on the final object 1). For each σ ∈ Φ we choose
an element ασ ∈ [C,C] (T ar(σ ),T ) and define the operation
JσK : EndT (X )
ar(σ ) → EndT (X ) by
JσK(a1, . . . ,aar(σ )) = α
σ
X ◦ 〈a1, . . . ,aar(σ )〉 (1)
We can now define a generic Kleisli representation as fol-
lows: a KleisliT -representation of A in CT is an assignment
to every σ ∈ Φ of a natural transformation ασ : T ar(σ ) → T
together with a Σ-algebra morphism
ρ : (A, skip, ; ,σ ∈ Φ) −→ (EndT (X ),η
T
X , ◦T , (JσK)σ ∈Φ)
Naturality and abstraction The requirement that oper-
ations be interpreted by natural transformations could be
seen as either too strong or too weak. Too strong because it
is a very restrictive condition whose justification is not im-
mediately obvious. Too weak because it is strictly weaker
than the requirement of [24, 25] defining algebraic opera-
tions where compatibility conditions with the strength and
multiplication of the monad are assumed. So why have we
chosen to focus on naturality?
First, algebraic operations are in general too restrictive
for our purpose. Examples of non-algebraic operations in-
clude exception-handling operators [26] (which we will ad-
dress in Section 6), ‘true’ parallel composition axiomatised
by the exchange law [8] and, more recently, examples from
Game Logic [10]. Actually, our work is to a large degree a
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systematic investigation of what can be said about the se-
mantics of programs with operations that are not necessar-
ily algebraic in the sense of Plotkin and Power – a research
direction already mentioned in [25] – for a wide range of
monads.
Second, it is important to be able to consider sub-representations
and quotient representations, and, as we will show, natural-
ity plays a key role in allowing these to be defined. Often
we need to abstract away details of a representation in a
large, fine-grained state space and build a representation in
a coarser one, but in such a way that both representations
‘agree’ with each other. Formally, for a quotient map q :
X → Q and two Kleisli representations ρ : A → EndT (X ),
ρ ′ : A→ EndT (Q) we need that the equation
Tq ◦ ρ(a) = ρ ′(a) ◦ q
holds for all programsa ∈ A. Abstracting and then interpret-
ing should be the same as interpreting and then abstracting.
The naturality of program operations allows a compositional
construction of quotient representations because it allows
to prove that the equationTq ◦ρ(a) = ρ ′(a) ◦q holds just by
showing that it holds for atomic programs. For sequential
composition, this follows from the naturality of µ:
X
ρ (a) //
q

TX
T ρ (b ) //
Tq

T 2X
µX //
T 2q

TX
Tq

Q
ρ ′(a)
// TQ
T ρ ′(b )
// T 2Q
µQ
// TQ
and for other operations the naturality requirement on α :
T ×T → T makes the following diagram also commute.
X
〈ρ (a),ρ (b )〉 //
q

TX ×TX
αX //
Tq×Tq

TX
Tq

Q
〈ρ ′(a),ρ ′(b )〉
// TQ ×TQ
αQ
// TQ
So naturality allows to freely extend an abstraction from
atomic programs to all programs in the language.
4 Interpreting constants and operations
4.1 Constants
The following result, despite its simplicity, gives a very gen-
eral characterisation of natural transformations 1 → T .
Theorem 4.1. Let C be a category with an initial object ∅
and an object 1 such that C(1, _)  Id, then we have the se-
quence of bijections below.
[C,C] (1, F )  C(1, F∅)  F∅
Note that in Set the result above is a trivial consequence of
the Yoneda lemma, since 1 is representable as hom(∅,−).
Example 4.2. 1. The Maybe monad M has exactly one
natural transformation [Set, Set] (1,M) = M∅ = {λx .∗}.
2. [Set, Set] (1,D) = D∅ = ∅, and since the category Pol
of Polish spaces satisfies the assumptions of Theorem
4.1, it is also the case that [Pol, Pol] (1,G) = ∅. Proba-
bilistic programs do not support partial computations.
3. [Set, Set] (1,H) = H∅ = ∅ and thus hybrid programs
also do not support an interpretation of failure.
4.2 Operations
4.2.1. Coproducts of hom functors We start with those
functors that can be written as coproducts of hom functors,
since they can be treated completely straightforwardly. Ac-
tually, using the notions of container and fibration, [2] al-
ready provides a powerful representation theorem for natu-
ral transformations T ×T → T when T is one such functor.
In order to keep this paper self-contained, however, we in-
troduce a direct, equivalent result that does not need the
notion of fibration nor the notion of container.
Theorem 4.3. If F : Set → Set is a functor expressible as
a coproduct of hom functors, i.e. if there exists a non-empty
family (Xi )i ∈I of sets such that F =
∐
i ∈I hom(Xi ,−), then
[Set, Set] (F × F , F ) 
∏
i, j∈I
F (Xi + X j )
Example 4.4. The maybe monad M can be written as the
coproduct hom(∅,−) + hom(1,−). It follows from Theorem
4.3 that the possible interpretations of a binary operation
M2 → M are in bijective correspondencewith the setM(2)×
M(1)×M(1), in particular there are exactly 12 natural trans-
formations M2 → M. The ‘M(2)-coordinate’ specifies what
a transformation does on pairs (x ,y) with x ,y , ∗, viz. pro-
jecting to the left, to the right or mapping to ∗, the firstM(1)-
coordinate specifies what happens to pairs (x , ∗), x , ∗, viz.
projecting to the left or the right, and similarly for the last
coordinate and pairs (∗,y),y , ∗.
Example 4.5. Since H =
∐
d ∈[0,∞) hom([0,d],−), the natu-
ral transformations H × H → H are in bijective correspon-
dence with the set ∏
i, j∈[0,∞)
H([0, i] + [0, j])
For an element s of this set, each (i, j)-coordinate si j dictates
what the transformation αs does to pairs of evolutions with
duration [0, i] and [0, j]. In particular, it tells how the values
in a given pair of evolutions (f ,д) of duration [0, i] and [0, j]
are distributed in the new evolution: one has the composi-
tion
[0,k]
si j //
α s
X
(f ,д)
66[0, i] + [0, j]
[f ,д] // X
whichmakes clear that for every elementa ∈ [0,k] the value
αsX (f ,д) (a) arises from one of the two starting functions (f
or д) and an element in their respective domain ([0, i] or
[0, j]).
To cover a broader spectrum of monads we need to intro-
duce some more sophisticated mathematics.
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4.2.2. The presentation of Set-valued functors. Let C be
a small category and F : C → Set be a functor. We define
the category of elements of F , denoted El(F ), as the category
whose objects are pairs (C,α)whereC is an object in C and
α ∈ FC . There exists a morphism fˆ : (C,α) → (D, β) in
El(F ) whenever there exists a morphism f : C → D such
that F f (α) = β . For every object (C,α) in El(F ), we will
define the orbit of (C,α) as all the objects (D, β) which can
be reached from (C,α) by a zigzag of morphisms in El(F ).
The decomposition of El(F ) in orbits is key to understand-
ing natural transformations involving F , since naturality is
only a constraint on objects in the same orbit. The category
El(F ) allows us to completely reconstruct F . Moreover, this
reconstruction process provides us with a presentation of F
as a colimit of covariant hom functors.
Theorem 4.6 ([17] I.5). Let Y : Cop → [C, Set] denote the
Yoneda embedding, and UF : El(F ) → C be the forgetful
functor sending each pair (A,α) to the object A, then
F  colim
(
El(F )op
U
op
F
−→ Cop
Y
−→ [C, Set]
)
Theorem 4.6 gives us a way of presenting functors from a
small category C to Set as a colimit of hom functors, but
what we really need are presentations of functors Set → Set.
To move from C → Set to Set → Set we need a few rela-
tively well-known definitions. Recall that an object A in a
category C is finitely presentable if the functor hom(A,−)
preserves filtered colimits. In Set the finitely presentable ob-
jects are precisely the finite sets. A category C is called lo-
cally finitely presentable if it is cocomplete and contains a
small subcategory Cω of finitely presentable objects such
that every object A in C is the filtered colimit of the canoni-
cal diagram DA : Cω ↓ A → C sending each arrow of Cω ↓
A to its domain. The category Set is finitely presentable,
since every set X can written as colimDX with DX : ω ↓
X → Set and ω the subcategory of Set consisting of ele-
ments n ∈ ω (this simply says that every set is the union
of its finite subsets). Finally, a functor is called finitary if it
preserves filtered colimits. Finitary functors are entirely de-
termined by their restriction to Cω . In fact if F : C → C is
a finitary functor on a locally finitely presentable category
and I : Cω ֒→ C is the inclusion functor, then F can be writ-
ten as the left Kan extension F = LanI(Ff ), where Ff = F ◦ I.
We refer the interested reader to the classic [3] for a full ac-
count of the theory of locally finitely presentable categories.
Proposition 4.7. Let F : Set → Set be finitary and let I :
ω ֒→ Set be the inclusion functor, then
F  colim
(
El(Ff )
op
U
op
Ff
−→ ωop
Iop
−→ Setop
Y
−→ [Set, Set]
)
The following result is a simple application of Proposition
4.7 and the Yoneda lemma.
Theorem4.8. Let F : Set → Set be a finitary functor and let
Ff denote its restriction to ω, then the set [Set, Set](F × F , F )
is in one-to-one correspondence with the limit
lim
(
El(Ff × Ff )
Ff ◦U
−→ Set
)
(2)
The hard work consists in computing the limit (2) above.
4.2.3. A classification result for somemultiset functors.
Computing the limit (2) of Theorem 4.8 for general multiset-
type monads (see their definition in the appendix) depends
heavily on the choice of semiring and may prove extremely
difficult. However, we do have an explicit characterisation
in the following useful case. We say that a semiring S has
the common integer divisor property if for any x ,y ∈ S there
exist an invertible element r ∈ S andm,n ∈ N such that
x =m.r := r + . . . + r︸      ︷︷      ︸
m times
y = n.r
We will refer to r as a common integer divisor of x and y.
Clearly the semiring N has this property since we can al-
ways pick r = 1 (which is trivially invertible) andm = x ,n =
y. Similarly the semiring Q has this property: given two ra-
tionals x = m1
n1
, y = m2
n2
we can choose r = 1
n1n2
(which is
invertible) and m = m1n2,n = m2n1. The semiring of real
R does not have this property: if xy is irrational then there
doesn’t exist an r ∈ R with the desired property.
Theorem 4.9. Let S be a semiring with the common integer
divisor property and let BS be the multiset monad for S , then
[Set, Set] ((BS )
n
,BS ) is in one-to-one correspondence with the
set of functions ϕ : Sn → Sn .
4.2.4. Some results for the Giry monad Due to its impor-
tance, we provide some detailed results for the Giry monad
G, which clarifies what can be expected of purely proba-
bilistic program semantics. Before we turn to the full Giry
monad, let us consider the rational distribution monad Dr .
The following can be shown using the same ideas as in the
proof of Theorem 4.9.
Theorem4.10. The only natural transformationsDr×Dr →
Dr are the convex combinations +
λ
, λ ∈ [0, 1] ∩Q.
Theorem 4.10 can be used to provide a full classification re-
sult for the Giry monad on Pol. For this we use a set of cri-
teria for functors F ,G : Pol → Pol developed in [4] and [5]
under which it can be shown that
[Pol, Pol] (F ,G) 
[
Polf , Polf
]
(Ff ,Gf )
where Ff is the restriction of F to the category Polf , the
category of finite Polish spaces (and similarly forGf ). These
criteria restrict both the domain and the codomain functors.
We refer the reader to [4] for more details; for our purpose it
will be enough to say that the Giry monadG always satisfies
the domain and codomain criteria (see [4, Prop. 5.1]) and
that finite products of G satisfy the domain criteria (see [5,
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Prop. 17]). It follows that
[Pol, Pol] (G × G,G) 
[
Polf , Polf
]
(Gf × Gf ,Gf ) (3)
The isomorphism (3) allows the following result to be estab-
lished at the level of finite Polish sets, and then lifted to the
entire category Pol.
Theorem 4.11. The only natural transformations G ×G →
G are the convex combinations +λ defined by the maps +λ
X
:
GX × GX → GX , λ ∈ [0, 1] such that
(µ +λX ν )(A) = λµ(A) + (1 − λ)ν (A)
for any Borel subset A.
The combination GM : Pol → Pol (with M topologised in
the obvious way) is a monad – by a straightforward gener-
alisation of Theorem 6.1 – which is called the subdistribu-
tion monad. It behaves very similarly to G, but allows fail-
ure since GM∅ = 1 = {δ∗}, and thus by Corollary 4.1 there
exists a natural transformation 1 → GM. Moreover, whilst
El(G) has a single orbit, El(GM) has a collection of orbits
labelled by λ ∈ [0, 1]. This makes the set of natural trans-
formations (GM)2 → GM rather large, but using the same
technique as in the proofs of Theorems 4.9 and 4.11 we can
describe them concisely as follows.
Theorem 4.12. The set [Pol, Pol] (GM×GM,GM) is in one-
to-one correspondence with continuous maps
ϕ : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → {(r1, r2) ∈ [0, 1]
2 | r1 + r2 ≤ 1}
4.2.5. The case of the powerset monad. A functor is called
κ-accessible, for a regular cardinalκ, if it preserves κ-filtered
colimits. In particularℵ0-accessible is synonymouswith fini-
tary. Theorem 4.8 generalizes completely straightforwardly
to κ-accessible functors. Using this, we can give a complete
classification result for the set of natural transformations
(P)λ → P for the full powerset monad and any cardinal λ.
Theorem 4.13. For a cardinal λ the set of natural transfor-
mations (P)λ → P, where (P)λ denotes the λ-fold product of
P with itself, is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of
non-increasing maps 2λ → 2λ (for the product order on 2λ).
5 Interpreting program axiomatics
We explore whether it is possible for a given monadT to de-
fine binary operations via natural transformationsT ×T →
T is such a way that important axioms hold.
Let us first fix some terminology: consider a setV of vari-
ables, a signature Σ, and the corresponding set of terms TrmΣ(V ).
Now take two terms s, t ∈ TrmΣ(V ). We say that s = t is sat-
isfiable in Kleisli T -representations if there exists an assign-
ment ασ : T ar(σ ) → T for each operation σ ∈ Σ such that
for every set X and every map i : V → EndT (X ), JsKi = JtKi
holds for the interpretation defined by Eq. (1) in EndT (X ).
We will permit ourselves the slight abuse of language con-
sisting in saying that the choice of natural transformation
itself satisfies s = t , for example we will say that a natural
transformation ασ : T 2 → T is commutative if it makes
σ (x ,y) = σ (y, x) satisfiable in Kleisli T -representations. Fi-
nally,wewill say that s = t is valid in KleisliT -representations
if it satisfied for any assignment ασ : T ar(σ ) → T .
5.1. Commutativity. We start with the case of coproducts
of hom functors.
Proposition 5.1. If F =
∐
i ∈I hom(Xi ,−), then a natural
transformation α : F 2 → F given by an element (si j )i, j∈I ∈∏
i, j∈I F (Xi+X j ) via Thm 4.3 is commutative iff for all i, j ∈ I ,
the equation below holds.
[i2, i1] ◦ si j = sji : Xk → X j + Xi
In particular, for all i ∈ I , sii must be the map with empty
domain.
Proposition 5.1 tells us that commutative natural transfor-
mations T 2 → T for coproducts of hom functors T must
adhere to rather harsh conditions. This is illustrated by the
following examples.
Example 5.2. 1. A natural transformation α : M2 →
M can only be commutative if its ‘M(2) coordinate’
(defined by Thm 4.3) lies in the second summand of
M(2), i.e. if two elements different than failure are
mapped to failure.
2. There is no commutative natural transformation for
hybrid programs because there exists no real number
d ∈ [0,∞) such that [0,d] = ∅.
For the othermonads presented thus farwe can look directly
at the classification results provided in Section 4. We have
for example:
1. The commutative natural transformations B2S → BS
are precisely given by the maps S2 → S , i.e. the trans-
formations choosing an equally weighted sum of mul-
tisets for each orbit.
2. The unique commutative natural transformationD2r →
Dr is the average transformation +
1
2 , and by the same
argument as in Section 4.2 this is also the case for the
Giry monad G.
5.2. Idempotence. For coproducts of hom functors we have:
Proposition 5.3. If F =
∐
i ∈I hom(Xi ,−), then a natural
transformation α : F 2 → F given by an element (si j )i, j∈I ∈∏
i, j∈I F (Xi +X j ) via Thm. 4.3 is idempotent iff for each i ∈ I ,
sii ∈ F (Xi + Xi ) is a map sii : Xi → Xi + Xi such that
▽ ◦ sii = id where ▽ : Xi + Xi → Xi is the codiagonal map.
Example 5.4. 1. A natural transformation α : M2 →
M is idempotent iff its ‘M(2) coordinate’ is in the first
summand ofM(2). In other words, if two elements dif-
ferent than failure are projected either to the left or to
the right.
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2. A natural transformation α : H2 → H is idempotent
iff for every two evolutions (f ,д) with the same du-
ration [0,d], αs (f ,д) has domain [0,d], and for every
element a ∈ [0,d], αs (f ,д)(a) = f (a) or αs (f ,д)(a) =
д(a).
It follows fromPropositions 5.1 and 5.3 that the combination
of commutativity and idempotence is never satisfiable for
Kleisli T -representations when T is a non-constant coprod-
uct of hom functors since there will then exist an Xi , ∅ in
the coproduct presentation of T for which Proposition 5.1
requires that sii be of type ∅ → Xi +Xi but for which Propo-
sition 5.3 requires that sii be of type Xi → Xi +Xi . Thus no
monad whose functor is a coproduct of hom functors can
support a programming language with a commutative and
idempotent binary operation on programs.
We summarise the characterisation of idempotent natural
transformations for the other monads as follows:
1. The idempotent natural transformations B2
N
→ BN
are those which are defined as projections on pairs of
multisets of equal weights. Note that as in the case
of coproducts of hom functors, the combination of
commutativity and idempotence is never satisfiable in
Kleisli BN-representations, since the commutative op-
erations must take equally weighted sums, whereas
the idempotent ones must put one weight to zero and
the other to one on pairs of multisets of equal weights.
2. Theorem 4.10 guarantees that all natural transforma-
tion D2r → Dr are idempotent, i.e. idempotence is
valid overDr -representations, and similarly forG. Note
that maps Q2 → Q2 mapping each pair (q1,q2) to a
pair (λ, 1− λ)with λ ∈ Q∩ [0, 1] also define the idem-
potent operations of BQ.
5.3. Units For coproducts of hom functors we have:
Proposition 5.5. Consider a functor F =
∐
i ∈I hom(Xi ,−),
a natural transformation αs : F 2 → F , given by an element
(si j )i, j∈I ∈
∏
i, j∈I F (Xi+X j ) via Thm 4.3, and a natural trans-
formation u : 1 → F . The transformation u : 1 → F is a unit
forαs iff id =m◦sik = n◦ski : Xi → Xi withm : Xi+∅ → Xi ,
n : ∅+Xi → Xi the isomorphisms that define ∅ as the unit of
coproducts, and Xk = ∅.
Example 5.6. 1. A natural transformation α : M2 →
M has the unique natural transformation 1 → M as
unit iff its ‘M(1) coordinates’ are in the first summand
of M(1).
2. The unique natural transformation 1 → BS which
pick the constantmultiset with weight 0 defines a unit
for any binary natural transformation B2S → BS since
0 is the unit of S . The unit axiom is thus valid over
BS -representations.
3. Since there are no natural transformations 1 → D,
there can be no interpretation of constants in Kleisli
D-representations, and similarly for Dr , G and H.
4. The sub-distribution monadGM offers both probabilis-
tic choice and partial computation but the unit axiom
will be problematic for any binary operation: consider
the sub-distributions on the singleton set 1, we need
α1
(
1
n
δ1 +
n − 1
n
δ⋆, δ⋆
)
=
1
n
δ1 +
n − 1
n
δ⋆
and
α1
(
δ⋆,
1
n
δ1 +
n − 1
n
δ⋆
)
=
1
n
δ1 +
n − 1
n
δ⋆
This means that the function ϕ defining α (Thm. 4.12)
must map (n−1n , 1) to (1, 0) and (1,
n−1
n ) to (0, 1) for
each n, which clearly cannot be continuous.
5.5. Absorption. The absorption law states that for every
program p : X → TX the equations below hold.
p ; 0 = 0 (left absorption) 0 ; p = 0 (right absorption)
Even though they appear to be simple, to check their satis-
fiability in general Kleisli representations is a surprisingly
complex issue. On the one hand, we have:
Proposition 5.7. The axiom 0 ; p = 0 holds in every Kleisli
representation.
On the other hand, the axiom p ; 0 = 0 need not hold, and
this is exemplified by the partial hybrid paradigmHMwhich
is briefly introduced in the following section.
Theorem 5.8. Consider a monad T : Set → Set with a nat-
ural transformation 0 : 1 → T . If the condition T ∅  1 holds
then the axiom p ; 0 = 0 holds as well.
6 Adding features by combining monads
6.1 Failure and Tests
There is a natural procedure for turning Kleisli represen-
tations which cannot interpret failure – such as those for
the distribution or hybrid monads – into Kleisli representa-
tions which do support failure. More interestingly though,
this procedure also allows to interpret tests, and in the case
of probabilistic programs one recovers the interpretation of
if-then-else commands first given by Kozen [14].
Adding failure. Recall from Section 4 that neither proba-
bilistic nor hybrid systems can handle failure. As recently
described in [1] for probabilistic systems, adding a distin-
guished state is an obvious strategy to overcome this short-
coming. We thus consider composing effect monads of in-
terest with the MaybemonadM. This can always be done as
the following result [16] shows.
Theorem 6.1. For a monad T : Set → Set there exists a
distributive law δ : MT → TM defined by
δX = [Ti1,η
T
X+1 ◦ i2]
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In particular TM always forms a monad of which M is a
submonad. Combining monads in this way potentially ad-
dresses more than the problem of non-representability of
failure: since every Set-monad T is strong we can always
find a natural transformation ⊗n : (−)n ◦T → T ◦ (−)n (we
use the convention (−)0 = 1 and ⊗0 = ηT1 ). Hence, if a Set-
monad S has a natural transformation α : Sn → S , then TS
also has a natural transformation of this type given by
(TS)n
⊗nS // T (Sn)
Tαn // TS (4)
In other words, we can increase the list of available opera-
tions by composing monads. Note that the algebraic proper-
ties of α discussed in Section 5 are usually lost by the lifting
described above. However ifT is commutative, then the lift-
ing above will preserve associativity, commutativity and the
existence of units. For n = 0, (4) shows that TM always has
a natural transformation
1
⊗0=ηT1 // T1
T ∗ // TM
and we can thus always interpret failure in TM. In particu-
lar, the monads DM and HM support an abort operation 0,
and, as shown in Section 5, the axiom 0 ; p = 0 is valid in
both paradigms. We also have the bijection DM∅  D1  1
and by an application of Theorem 5.8 this entails that the
axiom p ; 0 = 0 is valid in probabilistic programming. On
the other hand, in the hybrid case we have the bijections
HM∅  H1  [0,∞) which say that one can always inter-
pret an abort operation that produces failures for a given du-
ration [0,d]. For each of these operations the axiom p ; 0 = 0
cannot hold: on the left side, the duration of an evolution
produced by p is added to that of 0. Hence, if the evolution
of p is greater than 0 the sum is greater than the duration of
the evolution produced on the right side.
Adding Tests. The combination TM also provides Kleisli
TM-representations of useful fragments of Kleene algebras
with tests (KAT) [15]. Here we will only consider the ∗-free
fragment of KATs, i.e. idempotent semirings with tests, or
ISTs, which are defined as follows. An IST is a two-sorted
structure (S,B,+, ; ,− , 0, 1) such that B ⊆ S , (S,+, ; , 0, 1) is
an idempotent semiring, and (B,+, ; ,− , 0, 1) is a boolean al-
gebra.
Let us first deal with tests: each test b should be inter-
preted as a predicate JbK : X → 2 on the state space, which
is equivalent to a map
X → X + 1, x 7→
{
x if JbK(x) = 1
∗ else
(5)
We will therefore interpret tests in EndTM(X ) as the maps
X → TMX that can be built as ηT
MX
◦ f : X → MX → TMX ,
where f is of the shape (5). In particular, we automatically
get a two-sorted structure on EndTM(X ). Note also that we
can straightforwardly extend the single-sorted definition of
Kleisli representation in Section 3 to a two-sorted definition
so that KAT-like structures can be accomodated.
We now need to define a boolean algebra structure on
tests in EndTM(X ). The constants are as expected: J1K is the
T -lifting of the unit of M, i.e. the unit of TM, and J0K is the
T -lifting of the unique natural transformation 1 → M. The
negation of a test b is defined in the obvious way and it fol-
lows that 1 = 0. Conjunction is simply Kleisli composition.
It is not hard to check by unravelling the definitions and us-
ing the properties of the distributive law MT → TM that
for any two tests a, b: JbK ◦TM JaK = Ja ; bK.
For disjunction, things are more complicated. We have
seen in Theorem 4.3 and Section 5, that there is no idempo-
tent commutative binary natural transformation M ×M →
M with 1 → M as unit. In particular we cannot expect the
disjunction + to be interpreted using a natural transforma-
tionTM×TM → TM of the shape (4). In otherwords, simply
composing T with the Maybe monad does not give a non-
deterministic choice in general.
However, there exists a natural and useful sub-class of
programs in an IST for which composingT with the Maybe
monad does give non-deterministic choice. We call this sub-
class the if-then-else fragment. It is given by:
p = b ∈ Test | a ∈ At | skip | 0 | p ; p | p +b p
where p +b q reads ‘if b then p else q’. This restricted non-
determinism has KleisliTM-representations for any monad
T . To see why, choose any of the 3 natural transformations
α : M2 → M (Prop.5.5) for which 1 → M is a unit, i.e. any
of the transformations mapping pairs (x , ∗), (∗, x) to x . With
this choice made to resolve M-non-determinism, we define
the Kleisli TM-representation of p +b q in EndTM(X ) as:
Jp +b qK := TαX ◦ ⊗MX ◦ 〈Jb; qK, Jb; qK〉 (6)
When ⊗ is derived from the strength ofT we can show that
this KleisliTM-representation of if-then-else statements
is sound in the sense that expected algebraic properties of
the operators−+b− are preserved by the representation. It is
routine by unravelling the definitions and using the explicit
construction of strength in Set to show:
Theorem 6.2. Let a, b be tests and consider a Kleisli TM-
representation in EndTM(X ) interpreting tests according to (5)
and if-then-else according to (6). Then1,
Jp +b pK = JpK Jp +b qK = Jq + b pK
Jp +1 qK = JpK Jp +a (q +b r)K = J(p +a;b (q + a;b r)K
In the case of probabilistic programs, the KleisliDM-represen-
tation (6) of if-then-else is precisely the one given by
Kozen in [14].
1Note the similarity with the axioms of convex algebras.
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6.2 Non-determinism
In order to extend a given programming paradigmwith non-
deterministic features, onemay alsowish to combine the un-
derlying monad T with the powerset P since the following
two natural transformations always exist.
α : PT × PT → PT , αX (A,B) = A ∪ B
0 : 1 → PT , 0X (∗) = ∅
These respect the unit, idempotence, commutativity, and as-
sociative laws for +. So, in principle, less well-behaved mon-
ads, like H and D, together with P could give rise to new
monads that can be used to represent richer programming
languages.
A negative result for PD. As already shown in [33], there
is no distributive law DP → PD. We now strengthen this
result to ‘there does not exist any monad structure on PD
whatsoever’ which answers the question recently raised in
[13] about this problem. Following Theorem 4.1 we have:
Lemma 6.3. The only natural transformations η : Id → PD
are the constant transformation ηX (x) = ∅, and the natural
transformation defined by ηX (x) = {δx }.
By combining the result above, the monadic laws µ ◦ ηT =
µ ◦ Tη = Id, and adapting the proof of [33] we can show
that:
Theorem 6.4. There is no monad structure on PD.
A positive result forQH On a more positive note, we can
combine the non-empty powerset monad Q with H using
the following theorem.
Theorem 6.5. There exists a distributive law δ : HQ → QH
defined by δX (f ,d) = {(д,d) ∈ HX | д ∈ f } where д ∈ f is
shorthand notation for the condition
∀t ∈ [0,d] . д(t) ∈ f (t)
7 Conclusion
We have developed a general definition of program seman-
tics as Kleisli representation, and studied whether monads
describing various computational paradigms support Kleisli
representations of classical programming constructs.We have
shown that it is possible to explicitly and exhaustively an-
swer this question by providing complete classification re-
sults of natural transformations of the type (T )n → T . In
particular we have shown that monads for probabilistic and
hybrid effects cannot possibly support the usual combina-
tion of failure and non-determinism, but the techniques de-
veloped are widely applicable. We have shown how combin-
ing effect monads with the Maybe monad allows the repre-
sentation of a failure, tests and if-then-else statements,
arguably representing a sweet spot between between com-
plexity and expressivity.
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A Some programming languages
generated by the hybrid monad
The programming language Hyb(X ), analysed in Sections 2
and 3, is time-triggered: a program ( Ûx1 = t1, . . . , Ûxn = tn &d)
terminates precisely when the instant of time d is achieved.
It is also possible to consider event-triggered languages by
forcing a program to terminate as soon as a certain event
occurs. For this, however, one needs to be very strict on the
kinds of event allowed, otherwise there might not exist an
earliest time at which an event happens.
Consider a finite set of real-valued variablesX = {x1, . . . , xn}
and denote by At(X ) the set given by the grammar
φ = (x1 := t , . . . , xn := t) | ( Ûx1 = t , . . . , Ûxn = t &ψ ),
t = r | r · x | t + t ,
ψ = t ≤ t | t ≥ t | ψ ∧ψ | ψ ∨ψ
where x ∈ X . Then, for a predicate ψ define Jψ K ⊆ Rn by,
Jt1 ≤ t2K = {(v1, . . . ,vn) ∈ R
n | Jt1K ≤ Jt2K}
Jt1 ≥ t2K = {(v1, . . . ,vn) ∈ R
n | Jt1K ≥ Jt2K}
Jψ1 ∧ψ1K = Jψ1K ∩ Jψ2K
Jψ1 ∨ψ1K = Jψ1K ∪ Jψ2K
Proposition A.1. For every predicateψ the set Jψ K is closed
in Rn .
Proof. Start with Jt1 ≤ t2K. We will to show that for every
family of real numbers (ai ,bi )i ∈n and (c,d) ∈ R × R the set
A =
{
(v1, . . . ,vn) ∈ R
n |
∑
i ∈I
aivi + c ≤
∑
i ∈I
bivi + d
}
is closed in Rn . Recall that the order relation R≤ ⊆ R × R is
closed in the Euclidean space R×R and consider two maps
f ,д : Rn → R defined by
f (v1, . . . ,vn) =
∑
i ∈I
aivi + c,
д(v1, . . . ,vn) =
∑
i ∈I
bivi + d
Clearly both f and д are continuous since they can be writ-
ten as compositions of multiplication and addition maps.
Moreover, A = 〈f ,д〉−1(R≤) and therefore A is closed in R
n .
An analogous reasoning applies to Jt1 ≥ t2K since the or-
der relation R≥ ⊆ R × R is also closed. Finally, for the cases
that involve conjunction and disjunction apply the property
of closed sets being closed under intersections and finite
unions. 
CorollaryA.2. Let us consider a program ( Ûx1 = t1, . . . , Ûxn =
tn &ψ ), its solution ϕ : R
n × [0,∞) → Rn , and a valuation
(v1, . . . ,vn) ∈ R
n . If there exists a time instant t ∈ [0,∞)
such that ϕ(v1, . . . ,vn, t) ∈ Jψ K then there exists a smallest
time instant that also satisfies this condition.
Proof. Using Proposition A.1 we can easily show that the set
ϕ(v1, . . . ,vn,−)
−1(Jψ K)∩[0, t] is compact, and consequently
that it has a minimum. 
We can now introduce the following event-triggered pro-
gramming language. Define the interpretation map
At(X ) → EndH(R
n)
as the one that sends (x1 := t1, . . . , xn := tn) to the function
Rn → H(Rn) defined by
(v1, . . . ,vn) 7→ η (Jt1K, . . . , JtnK)
and ( Ûx1 = t1, . . . , Ûxn = tn &ψ ) to the function R
n → H(Rn)
defined by
(v1, . . . ,vn) 7→ (ϕ(v1, . . . ,vn,−),d)
where d is the smallest time instant that intersects Jψ K if
ϕ−1(v1, . . . ,vn,−) ∩ Jψ K , ∅ (Corollary A.2) and 0 other-
wise. The free monoid extension of this interpretation map
induces a programming language
p = a ∈ At(X) | skip | p ; p
whose semantics is a Kleisli representation.
ExampleA.3 (Bouncing ball). Consider a bouncing ball dropped
at a positive height p and with no initial velocity v . Due to
the gravitational acceleration д, it falls into the ground and
then bounces back up, losing part of its kinetic energy in the
process. Consider the program,
( Ûp = v, Ûv = д & p ≤ 0 ∧ v ≤ 0) ; (v := v × −0.5)
which is here denoted by b. The composition
(v := 0,p := 5) ; b ; b ; b
encodes the action of dropping the ball at the height of five
meters and letting it bounce exactly three times. The projec-
tion on p of this program yields the plot below.
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Our next hybrid programming language is closely related
to Höfner’s algebra of hybrid systems [12]. Recall the inter-
pretation map At(X ) → EndH(R
n) for the event-triggered
programming language and compose it with the function
EndH(R
n) → EndH(R
n × 2) that sends f to the map д de-
fined by
д(v,⊥) = η(v,⊥)
д(v,⊤) = (h,d)
where f (x) = (f (x ,−),d) and h(t) = (f (x , t),⊥) if t , d and
h(t) = (f (x , t),⊤) otherwise. The free monoid extension of
the composition
At(X ) → EndH(R
n × 2)
provides another Kleisli representation for the event-triggered
programming language
p = a ∈ At(X) | skip | p ; p
Its sequential composition now behaves essential like se-
quential composition in [12]: discrete assignments are ap-
plied precisely at the end of an evolution, and evolutions
produced by two programs are concatenated.
Example A.4 (Stopwatch). Let t be a variable that denotes
time and consider the program composition
t := 0; (Ût = 1 & t = 5) ; t := 0; (Ût = 1 & t = 10)
It yields the plot below.
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B Definition of multiset-type monads
Given a semiring S , the functorial part of the generalised
multiset monad BS : Set → Set is defined by
BSX = {ϕ : X → S | |supp(ϕ)| < ω}
BS f : BSX → BSY , ϕ 7→ λy.
∑
x ∈f −1({y })
ϕ(x)
The unit ηB is defined at each X by ηB
X
(x)(y) = δx (y), i.e. 1
if x = y and 0 otherwise. The multiplication µB is defined at
each X by µB
X
(Φ)(x) =
∑
ϕ ∈supp(Φ) Φ(ϕ) · ϕ(x), where · is the
semiring multiplication.
C Proofs
Proof of Theorem 4.1.
For every C-object X there exists a unique arrow !X : ∅ →
X , and thus any arrow m : 1 → F∅ can be extended to a
morphism F !X ◦m : 1 → FX . The collection of all such mor-
phisms forms a natural transformation α(m). Conversely,
we can define ϕ : [C,C] (1, F ) → C(1, F∅), β 7→ β∅. It is
clear that ϕ(α(m)) =m, to see that α(ϕ(β)) = α(β∅) = β use
the naturality of β .

Proof of Theorem 4.3.
In Set binary products distribute over arbitrary coproducts.
It follows that
F × F =(
∐
i ∈I
hom(Xi ,−)) × (
∐
j∈I
hom(X j ,−))
=
∐
i, j∈I
hom(Xi ,−) × hom(X j ,−) =
∐
i, j∈I
hom(Xi + X j ,−)
where the last step follows from the fact that the contravari-
ant hom functor sends colimits to limits. It follows that
[Set, Set] (F × F , F ) = [Set, Set] (
∐
i, j∈I
hom(Xi + X j ,−), F )
=
∏
i, j∈I
[Set, Set] (hom(Xi + X j ,−), F )

∏
i, j∈I
F (Xi + X j )
where the last step is an application of the Yoneda lemma.
Given an element s ∈
∏
i, j∈I F (Xi + X j ) with components
si, j ∈ F (Xi + X j ), the associated natural transformation α
s
is defined at each Y by:
(a,b) ∈ hom(Xi ,Y ) × hom(X j ,Y ) 7→ F [a,b] (si j ) (7)
where [a,b] is the coproduct map Xi + X j → Y .

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Proof of Proposition 4.7.
We reason:
F  LanI(Ff )
(1)
 LanI
(
colimEl(Ff )
op
U
op
Ff
−→ ωop
Y
−→ [ω, Set]
)
(2)
 colim
(
LanI El(Ff )
op
U
op
Ff
−→ ωop
Y
−→ [ω, Set]
)
(3)
 colim
(
El(Ff )
op
U
op
Ff
−→ ωop
Iop
−→ Setop
Y
−→ [Set, Set]
)
where (1) is an application of Theorem 4.6, (2) takes ad-
vantage of LanI : [ω, Set] → [Set, Set] being a left adjoint
and (3) uses the property LanI(hom(n,−) : ω → Set) 
hom(n,−) : Set → Set.

Proof of Theorem 4.8.
We simply calculate:
[Set, Set] (F × F , F )
(1)
= [Set, Set]
(
colim El(Ff × Ff )
op Y◦I
op◦Uop
−→ [Set, Set] , F
)
(2)
= lim [Set, Set]
(
El(Ff × Ff )
op Y◦I
op◦Uop
−→ [Set, Set] , F
)
(3)
= lim
(
El(Ff × Ff )
Ff ◦U
−→ Set
)
where (1) is an application of Proposition 4.7, (2) follows
from the fact that the contravariant hom functor sends col-
imits to limits, and (3) is an instance of the fact that for every
functorG : C → Set there exists an isomorphism
[Set, Set] (YGop, F )  FG
which follows from the Yoneda lemma.

Proof of Theorem 4.9.
For clarity we show the result for n = 2 but the same argu-
ment holds for any finite n. Let α : BS ×BS → BS . Since we
only consider weight functions with finite support the func-
tor BS is finitary and therefore Theorem 4.8 applies. Since
we’re only considering multisets on the sets n ∈ ω, we will
write a multiset on n simply as an n-tuple of elements of
S . Note that when BS is applied to a map it creates a map
between multisets which preserves the total mass of multi-
sets. It follows that El(BS × BS ) has S
2 orbits since any pair
((r1, . . . , rn), (s1, . . . , sn)) ∈ BS (n) × BS (n) of multisets gets
mapped to the pair (
∑n
i ri ,
∑n
i si ) of their total mass under
the map ! : n → 1.
Let us now compute the limit (2). By definition, the or-
bits of El(BS × BS ) cannot communicate with one another
via morphisms, thus to compute the limit (2) it is enough
to characterize all the possible ‘threads’ in the image under
BS ◦ U of each orbit. Each of these threads correspond to
a possible definition of the natural transformation α on the
particular orbit in question. In particular, to specify α com-
pletely one need to describe what it does on each orbit. To
do this we choose a pair of arbitrary multisets over n
((r1, . . . , rn), (s1, . . . , sn)) . (8)
This choice fixes the orbit: we are now working in the orbit
indexed by (
∑n
i ri ,
∑n
i si ) (and no morphism can make us
jump to another orbit). It follows from the common integer
divisor property that we can find a common integer divisor
q ∈ S for the finite sequence (r1, . . . , rn, s1, . . . , sn) and a
sequence (l1, . . . , ln,m1, . . . ,mn)with ri = liq, si =miq, 1 ≤
i ≤ n. Now let M =
∑n
i li and N =
∑n
i mi , assume w.l.o.g.
that M ≤ N (else reverse the roles of M and N in what
follows). We can write the pair of multisets (8) as the image
of the pair of multisets onM + N
(µ1, µ2) =
©­­«(
M︷   ︸︸   ︷
q, . . . ,q,
N︷  ︸︸  ︷
0, . . . , 0), (
M︷  ︸︸  ︷
0, . . . , 0,
N︷   ︸︸   ︷
q, . . . ,q)
ª®®¬ (9)
under the map f : M + N → n given by
i 7→ j if
{
1 +
∑j−1
k=1
lk ≤ i ≤
∑j
k=1
lk , or,
M + 1 +
∑j−1
k=1
mk ≤ i ≤ M +
∑j
k=1
lk
The pair of multisets (9) is invariant under all permutations
on M + N of the shape (π )(ρ) with π ∈ Perm(M) and ρ ∈
Perm(N ). It follows by naturality that the image of this pair
ofmultisets underαM+N must also have this invariance prop-
erty, and thus be of the shape
(
M︷  ︸︸  ︷
s, . . . , s,
N︷  ︸︸  ︷
t , . . . , t)
for some s, t ∈ S . Since q is invertible we can write s = qs ′
and t = qt ′ for some s ′, t ′ ∈ S . By naturality we now have
αn((r1, . . . , rn), (s1, . . . , sn))
= αn(f × f (µ1, µ2))
= f (αM+N (µ1, µ2))
= f (qs ′, . . . ,qs ′,qt ′, . . . ,qt ′)
= (l1qs
′
+m1qt
′
, . . . , lnqs
′
+mnqt
′)
= (r1s
′
+ s1t
′
, . . . , rns
′
+ snt
′)
In other words, the image by αn is necessarily a weighted
sum of the multisets. Thus (s ′, t ′) specifies an element in a
thread of the limit (2) associated the orbit indexed by (
∑n
i ri ,
∑n
i si ).
We now show that (s ′, t ′) in fact specifies an entire thread
uniquely by showing that, once chosen, this weighting must
constant across the entire orbit. This is easily done: take any
other pair ofmultisets in the same orbit ((r ′1, . . . , r
′
p), (s
′
1, . . . , s
′
p )),
it follows from the common integer divisor property that we
can find a common integer divisor q′ for all the elements in
((r ′1, . . . , r
′
p), (s
′
1, . . . , s
′
p )) and in ((r1, . . . , rn), (s1, . . . , sn)). By
expressing all elements in terms of q′ we can apply the same
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trick as above and find that αn and αp will indeed take sums
weighted by the same weight (s ′, t ′).
We have thus shown that for a each choice (
∑n
i ri ,
∑n
i si )
of orbit, the corresponding elements of the limit (2) are given
by aweighting scheme (s, t) ∈ S2. It follows that the limit (2),
or equivalently the possible specifications of α across every
orbit, is given by the set of maps S2 → S2 mapping a pair of
total weights to a weighting scheme.
In other words, a map ϕ : S2 → S2 defines the natural
transformation which sends a tuple of multisets with to-
tal masses (m1, . . . ,mn) to their sum weighted by the pair
ϕ(m1, . . . ,mn).

Proof of Theorem 4.11.
It follows from (3) that we need only consider the set[
Polf , Polf
]
(Gf × Gf ,Gf ).
It is not hard to see that Gf n is homeomorphic to the n − 1-
dimensional simplex with the usual topology and that the
set of rational probabilities Gr
f
n on n forms a dense sub-
set of the n-dimensional simplex. It is trivial to adapt the
proof of Theorem 4.10 to show that the natural transforma-
tions Gr
f
×Gr
f
→ Gf are given by the convex combinations
+
λ , where λ can now range over any values in [0, 1]. It now
follows from the fact that objects in Pol are complete that
these transformations extend by continuity (since the (n−1)-
dimensional simplex is compact) to give us all the natural
transformations Gf × Gf → Gf , and thus all the natural
transformation G × G → G.

Proof of Theorem 4.12.
It is not hard to check that the functorGM satisfies both the
domain and codomain conditions of [4]. It follows that
[Pol, Pol] (GM × GM,GM)

[
Polf , Polf
]
((GM)f × (GM)f , (GM)f )
The space (GM)f n = Gf (n + 1) is homeomorphic to the
n-dimensional simplex with the usual topology and by com-
pleteness of Polish spaces it is enough to restrict ourselves to
what happens to the dense subset of Gr
f
(n + 1) consisting of
rational probabilities. The orbits of the category El(Gr
f
M ×
Gr
f
M) are described by pairs of rationals (r1, r2) ∈ [0, 1]
2
(describing the weight assigned to the ‘+1’ component, or
equivalently picking ann−1 hyperplane in eachn-dimensional
simplex). For a fixed orbit labelled by (r1, r2) we can use the
proof of Theorem 4.9 to show that the only possible natural
assignments αn : G
r
f
n+1×Gr
f
n+1 → Gf n+1 are weighted
sums of sub-distributions on n, i.e. weighted sums given by
pairs (q1,q2) ∈ [0, 1]
2 such that q1 + q2 ≤ 1. However, each
αn must be a continuous map, and thus vary continuously
across the orbits, and the conclusion follows.

Proof of Theorem 4.13.
Consider any regular cardinal κ > λ, and the κ-accessible
version Pκ of P (taking powersets of cardinality less that
κ, see [3]). Theorem 4.8 generalises completely straightfor-
wardly to κ-accessible functors, and [Set, Set] ((Pκ )
λ
, Pκ ) is
thus given by the limit (2) (with the inclusion functor I suit-
ably modified). To compute this limit, consider a set X and a
collection (Ui )i ∈λ of subsets ofX . It is easy to see, by consid-
ering what happens at the singleton 1, that El((Pκ )
λ) has 2λ-
orbits; one for each element of (Pκ1)
λ . The object (X , (Ui)i ∈λ)
in El((Pκ )
λ) belongs to the orbit indexed by (1, (!X [Ui ])i ∈λ)
where !X : X → 1, i.e. to the orbit determined by a subset
of indices J ∈ 2λ .
We will show that any thread in the limit (2) must pick
an element
⋃
k ∈K Uk in the copy of Pκ (X ) corresponding to
(X , (Ui)i ∈λ), for some subset of indices K ∈ 2
λ such that
i < K whenever Ui = ∅, and that this choice must be made
consistently across the orbit. This will prove that a natural
transformation (Pκ )
λ → Pκ is entirely determined by non-
increasing maps 2λ → 2λ (mapping J to K ). To prove the
claim consider the object(⊎
i
Ui × λ,
(⊎
i
Ui × {ϵi }
)
i ∈λ
)
in El((Pκ )
λ) (10)
where ϵi = i if Ui , ∅ and ∅ else. It belongs to the same
orbit as (X , (Ui )i ∈λ) as it is connected to it by the map f :⊎
i Ui × λ → X , defined by
(u, i) 7→

u if u ∈ Ui
any u0i ∈ Ui if u < Ui ,Ui , ∅
anything else
Note now that the object (10) is invariant under all endomor-
phisms which keep the λ-component constant. This means
that for any thread in the limit (2), the component corre-
sponding to the object (10) must contain
⊎
i Ui × ϵi , i.e. that
it will be a union ⋃
k ∈K
(⊎
i
Ui × ϵk
)
over some K ⊆ λ. Moreover, since ϵk = ∅ when Uk = ∅
we do indeed have that J ≥ K (for the obvious order on 2λ).
By pushing this component of the thread to the (X , (Ui )i ∈λ)-
component with f , we indeed get
⋃
k ∈K Uk as claimed. It
remains to check that the choice of K ⊆ λ must be made
consistently across the orbit. For this consider another ob-
ject (X , (Vi)i ∈λ) in the same orbit (i.e. Vi = ∅ iff Ui = ∅). We
can always build the object
(X 2, (Ui ×Vi )i ∈λ) in El((Pκ )
λ)
which gets mapped to (X , (Ui )i ∈λ) and (X , (Vi)i ∈I ) by the
projectionsmapsπ1, π2 : X
2 → X . If the (X , (Ui)i ∈λ)-component
of a thread in the limit (2) is
⋃
k ∈K Uk , then the (X
2
, (Ui ×
Vi )i ∈λ)-component of the thread must clearly be
⋃
k ∈K Uk ×
Vk , and so the (X , (Vi)i ∈I )-component must be
⋃
k ∈K Vk .
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Finally we need to show that our result for holds for the
full powerset monad P. Suppose for the sake of contradic-
tion that α : (P)λ → P is not one of the transformations
described above, then this must be witnessed at a set X , i.e.
there must exist (Ui )i ∈λ ∈ (PX )
λ such that αX ((Ui )i ∈λ) is
not given by one of the transformations above. But since
we can always find a regular cardinal such that PκX = PX ,
this would define a natural transformation (Pκ )
λ×Pκ → Pκ
which is not of the form described above, a contradiction.

Thus, intuitively, a non-increasing mapϕ : 2n → 2n induces
the natural transformation Pn → P that given an n-tuple
of subsets (X1, . . . ,Xn) with total masses (m1, . . . ,mn) it re-
turns ∪{Xi | πi ◦ ϕ(m1, . . . ,mn) = 1}.
Proof of Proposition 5.1.
If a natural transformation αs is commutative then for every
a : Xi → X , b : X j → X the equation,
αs (a,b) = [a,b] ◦ si j = α
s (b,a) = [b,a] ◦ sji
must hold. In particular, the equation,
[i2, i1] ◦ si j = [i1, i2] ◦ sji = sji (11)
holds for the injections i2 : Xi → X j +Xi , i1 : X j → X j +Xi .
Let us now assume that Equation (11) holds. The goal is
to show that for every elements a : Xi → X , b : X j → X
the equation [a,b] ◦ si j = [b,a] ◦ sji holds. Thus reason,
[b,a] ◦ sji = [b,a] ◦ [i2, i1] ◦ si j = [a,b] ◦ si j

Proof of Proposition 5.3.
If a transformation αs is idempotent then for every i ∈ I ,
a : Xi → X , the equation α
s (a,a) = [a,a] ◦sii = a : Xi → X
holds. In particular, we have
▽ ◦ sii = [id, id] ◦ sii = id : Xi → Xi (12)
Now assume that Equation (12) holds and reason,
a = a ◦ id = a ◦ [id, id] ◦ sii = [a,a] ◦ sii

Proposition C.1. A natural transformation of the type 1 →
F =
∐
i ∈I hom(Xi ,−) factorises through some inclusion
hom(Xk ,−) → F
with k ∈ I and Xk = ∅.
Proof. A natural transformation of the type u : 1 → F ∐
i ∈I hom(Xi ,−) has in particular a map
u∅ : 1 →
∐
i ∈I
hom(Xi , ∅)
This entails the existence of an element k ∈ I such thatXk =
∅ and u∅(∗) ∈ ik (hom(Xk , ∅)). Using naturality and the map
aX : ∅ → X , it follows that for every set X , uX (∗) lives in
the k-th summand of
∐
i ∈I hom(Xi ,X ). 
Proof of Proposition 5.5.
If a natural transformation αs : F × F → F has u : 1 → F as
a unit then for every a : Xi → X the equation below holds
a = αs (a, x) = [a, x] ◦ sik = α
s (x ,a) = [x ,a] ◦ ski
where x = uX (∗) : Xk = ∅ → X . In particular, one has
id = [id, x] ◦ sik = [x , id] ◦ ski
Sincem = [id, x] : Xi +∅ → Xi and n = [x , id] : ∅+Xi → Xi
we obtain,
id =m ◦ sik = n ◦ ski (13)
Now assume that Equation (13) holds and reason,
a = a ◦ id = a ◦m ◦ sik = a ◦ [id, x] ◦ sik = [a, x] ◦ sik
Using an analogous reasoning we obtain a = [x ,a] ◦ ski .

Proof of Proposition 5.7.
It follows by the naturality of 0 : 1 → T applied to the map
ηX : X → TX that TηX ◦ 0X = 0TX , and thus
µX ◦ 0TX = µX ◦TηX ◦ 0X = 0X (14)
We then have for every Kleisli representation J−K
J0; aK := µX ◦Ta ◦ 0X ◦!X
= µX ◦ 0TX◦!X Naturality of 0
= 0X ◦!X By Eq. (14)
:= J0K

Proof of Theorem 5.8.
Assume that the axiom p ; 0 = 0 does not hold and recall the
bijections below.
[Set, Set](1,T )  [Set, Set](hom(∅,−),T )  T ∅
We will show that T ∅ ≇ 1. By assumption, there exists an
element x ∈ X such that
µX ◦T (0X ◦!X ) ◦ p(x) , 0X ◦!X (x).
Hence, we have a natural transformation α : 1 → T whose
components are defined as
1
x //
αX
44X
p // TX
T (0X ◦!X ) // TTX
µX // TX
Since αX (∗) , 0X (∗) the conditions T ∅ ≇ 1 holds.

Proof of Theorem 6.4.
Weproceed by contradiction. Assume that there exists a unit
transformation η : Id → PD and a multiplication transfor-
mation µ : (PD)2 → PD for which PD is a monad. By defi-
nition of a monad we must have that at any X
µX ◦ ηPDX = idPDX (15)
and similarly,
µX ◦ PDηX = idPDX . (16)
This set of equations gives us the action of µX on very spe-
cific inputs, and we will see that it is enough to generate a
contradiction.
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As shown in Lemma 6.3, η is either the constant natural
transformation to ∅ or is defined at x ∈ X by ηX (x) = {δx }.
Assume first that η is the constant natural transformation
to ∅, and let X be any non-empty set. Since the cardinality
of PDX is then at least 2, it is clear that there cannot exist
a function µX : PDPDX → PDX such that Eq. 15 holds for
anyU ∈ PDX :
µX ◦ ηPDX (U ) = µX (∅) = U .
We therefore immediately get a contradiction if we assume
that η is the constant natural transformation to ∅.
Next we assume that ηX (x) = {δx } and follow an argu-
ment due to Plotkin. Consider the sets X = {a,b, c,d} and
Y = {a,b}, the map f : X → Y defined by f (a) = f (c) =
a, f (b) = f (d) = b and the element { 12δ {δa ,δb }+
1
2δ {δc ,δd }} ∈
PDPDX . It is straightforward to compute that
PDPDf
({
1
2
δ {δa ,δb } +
1
2
δ {δc ,δd }
})
= {δ {δa ,δb }}
= ηPDY ({δa , δb })
It now follows by naturality and Eq. (15) that
{ 12δ {δa ,δb } +
1
2δ {δc ,δd }}
✤ //
❴

µX ({
1
2δ {δa ,δb } +
1
2δ {δc ,δd }})❴

{δ {δa ,δb }}
✤ // µY (ηPDY ({δa , δb })) = {δa , δb }
It follows that any distributions in µX ({
1
2δ {δa ,δb }+
1
2δ {δc ,δd }})
must belong to the preimage of {δa , δb } under PDf , i.e. to
{pδa + (1 − p)δc | p ∈ [0, 1]} ∪ {pδb + (1 − p)δd | p ∈ [0, 1]}
By considering the map д : X → Y defined by д(a) = д(d) =
a,д(b) = д(c) = b, we also get
PDPDд
({
1
2
δ {δa ,δb } +
1
2
δ {δc ,δd }
})
= {δ {δa ,δb }}
= ηPDY ({δa , δb })
and thus by naturality and Eq. (15), any distribution in
µX ({
1
2
δ {δa ,δb } +
1
2
δ {δc ,δd }}
must also belong to the preimage of {δa , δb } under PDд, i.e.
to
{pδa + (1 − p)δd | p ∈ [0, 1]} ∪ {pδb + (1 − p)δc | p ∈ [0, 1]}
It follows that µX ({
1
2δ {δa ,δb } +
1
2δ {δc ,δd }}) contains at most
the elements
{δa , δb , δc , δd }
Now consider the map h : X → Z := {a, c} defined by
h(a) = h(b) = a,h(c) = h(d) = c . By definition we have
PDPDh
({
1
2
δ {δa ,δb } +
1
2
δ {δc ,δd }
})
=
{
1
2
δ {δa } +
1
2
δ {δc }
}
=PDηY ({
1
2
δa +
1
2
δc })
It now follows by naturality and Eq. (16) that
{ 12δ {δa ,δb } +
1
2δ {δc ,δd }}
✤ //
❴

µX ({
1
2δ {δa ,δb } +
1
2δ {δc ,δd }})❴
{
1
2δ {δa } +
1
2δ {δc }
} ✤ //µY (PDηY ({ 12δa + 12δc })) =
{ 12δa +
1
2δc }
and we immediately get a contradiction since
PDh({δa , δb , δc , δd }) = {δa , δc }
and { 12δa +
1
2δc } < {δa , δc }.

Proof of Theorem 6.5.
It is straightforward to prove that δ : HQ → QH is a nat-
ural transformation. So we will now show that the natural
transformation δ : HQ → QHmakes the following diagram
commute.
H
HηQ
}}⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤ ηQ
H
!!❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇
HQ
δ
// QH
Q
ηH
Q
``❇❇❇❇❇❇❇❇ QηH
>>⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
Start with the upper triangle.
δX ◦ Hη
Q
X
= δX ◦ ((η
Q◦) × id)
= ηQ
HX
We then proceed with the lower one.
δX ◦ η
H
QX
= {ηX (a) ∈ HX | a ∈ −}
= QηHX
Finally, we will show that the natural transformation δ :
HQ → QH makes the following diagram commute.
HQQ
δQ //
Hµ

QHQ
Qδ // QQH
µQ

HQ
δ
// QH
HHQ
Hδ
//
µQ
OO
HQH
δH
// QHH
Qµ
OO
Start with the upper square. Consider an element (f ,d) ∈
HQQX . A straightforward calculation provides the follow-
ing equations.
δX ◦HµX (f ,d) = { (д,d) ∈ HX | д ∈ ∪ ◦ f }
µQX ◦ QδX ◦ δQX (f ,d) =
⋃
{ δX (h,d) | (h,d) ∈ HQX ∧ h ∈ f }
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We will show that both sets are indeed the same. For this,
start with an element (д,d) ∈ HX , and reason in the follow-
ing manner.
д ∈ ∪ ◦ f
⇔ ∀t ∈ [0,∞). д (t) ∈ ∪ ◦ f
⇔ ∀t ∈ [0,∞). ∃Zt ∈ f (t) . д (t) ∈ Zt
⇔ ∃(h,d) ∈ HQX . д ∈ h ∧ h ∈ f
⇔ ∃(h,d) ∈ HQX . (д,d) ∈ δX (h,d) ∧ h ∈ f
In order to keep the notation unburduned, and whenever no
ambiguities arise, we will often use a pair (f ,d) ∈ HX as if
it were simply the map f ∈ X [0,∞) which constantly outputs
f (d) after d is achieved.
Let us now concentrate on the lower square. Consider
an element (f ,d) ∈ HHQX , and let e = π2(f (d)). Then, a
straightforward calculation shows that the following equa-
tions hold.
δX ◦ µQX (f ,d)
=
{
(д,d + e) ∈ HX | д ∈ (θQX ◦ f ,d) + (f (d))
}
QµX ◦ δHX ◦ HδX (f ,d)
= { (θX ◦ д,d) + (д(d)) | (д,d) ∈ HHX ∧ д ∈ δX ◦ f }
Wewill show that both sets are actually the same. Start with
an element (h,d + e) ∈ HX , and reason as follows.
h ∈ (θQX ◦ f ,d) + (f (d))
⇔ ∀t ≤ d . h (t) ∈ θQX ◦ f (t)
∧ ∀t > d . h (t) ∈ (f (d)) (t − d)
(∗)
⇔ ∀t ≤ d . h (t) ∈ QθX ◦ δX ◦ f (t)
∧ ∃(д, e) ∈ δX (f (d)) . ∀t > d . h (t) = д (t − d)
⇔ ∃(д,d) ∈ HHX . ∀t ≤ d . д (t) ∈ δX (f (t))
∧ θX ◦ д (t) = h (t) ∧ ∀t > d . h (t) = (д(d)) (t − d)
⇔ ∃(д,d) ∈ HHX . (h,d + e) = (θX ◦ д,d) + (д(d))
∧ д ∈ δX ◦ f

Note that if instead of the functor Q one would consider
the powerset, then the equivalence (∗) would not hold. In
particular, the equation
θPX ◦ f = PθX ◦ δX ◦ f
would not necessarily hold.
